Circular

No. CE(Dist)/D-III/Continuous Supply/HT Consumer/

Date: 4 MAR 2016

To,
All Chief Engineers (O&M) Zone,
MSEDCL.

Sub: Maintaining continuous supply to HT Consumer by reducing
Planned/ Forced outages — Directives thereof.

Ref: Meeting of Hon. Chairman & Managing Director, MSEDCL on Dt.
19/02/2016.

EHV/HT consumers are the prime consumers of MSEDCL contributing to major
share in revenue. It should always be our priority to provide continuous, uninterrupted
and quality power supply to these consumers. Therefore we need to put upmost efforts
to attend this by way of effective planning.

Accordingly the Competent Authority has issued following directives:

1. **Planned outage for HT consumers to be reduced to one per month.**
The planned outages should be co-ordinated with EHV outages, as far as possible,
so that both the outages can be availed simultaneously with minimum interruption
to HT consumers. Also planning of outages for any maintenance works as such shall
be restricted to one per month OR planning to have simultaneous outages with EHV
but restricting to one per month.

2. **Forced outage in r/o HT consumers to be audited/ to verify the need.**
In this regard, in case of exceptional need of unscheduled outage arises, concerned
Superintending Engineer (O&M) Circle will first evolve the alternative arrangement
to maintain the supply of the EHV/HT consumer/s. The necessity and period of the
outage shall be reviewed by SE O&M Circle and with his approval only the outage
shall be availed, with prior information to EHV/HT consumer. Also audit in respect
of period of outage and loss of units etc. has to be carried out on monthly basis and
same shall be submitted to the CE (O&M).

The above shall be enforced with immediate effect.

This circular is available on www.mahadiscom.in website and same comes into
immediate effect.

Chief Engineer (Distribution)

Copy s. w. r to:

- The Director (Operations)/ The Director (Projects), MSEDCL
- The Executive Director (Dist-I,II,III,IV), MSEDCL

Copy to:

- The OSD to Hon CMD, MSEDCL, Corporate Office, Mumbai.
- All Superintending Engineers, O&M Circles, MSEDCL
- All Executive Engineer, O&M Divisions, MSEDCL
- All Sub Divisional Officers, O&M Sub-Divisions, MSEDCL